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XX - IN PRODUCTION: Available for delivery late 2015
(Horror)

Directed by KARYN KUSAMA (Girlfight, Jennifer’s Body), MARY HARRON (American Psycho), 
JENNIFER LYNCH (Surveillance), and JOVANKA VUCKOVIC
PRODUCERS: MAGNOLIA PICTURES, XYZ FILMS (TUSK, THE RAID) and DWJUAN FOX

XX is a new horror anthology with a wicked gender twist -  all segments will be helmed by accomplished 
female horror directors and will star female leads.  

THE WOLFPACK 
(Documentary)

Directed by CRYSTAL MOSELLE

Locked away from society in an apartment on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, the Angulo brothers 
learn about the outside world through the films that they watch. Nicknamed the Wolfpack, the brothers 
spend their childhood re-enacting their favorite films using elaborate homemade props and costumes. 
With no friends and living on welfare, they feed their curiosity, creativity, and imagination with film, 
which allows them to escape from their feelings of isolation and loneliness. Everything changes when 
one of the brothers escapes, and the power dynamics in the house are transformed. The Wolfpack must 
learn how to integrate into society without disbanding the brotherhood.

 

SATANIC  -  IN PRODUCTION: Available for delivery late 2015
(Supernatural Horror)

Directed by JEFF HUNT (Fringe, CSI, Person of Interest)
Written by ANTHONY JAWINSKI (Vanishing on 7th Street)

SATANIC follows a group of college students visiting sites from Los Angeles’ 
“Satanic Panic” era. They follow the creepy owner of an occult store home, only to find themselves 
saving a suspicious girl from an apparent human sacrifice. Only this “victim” turns out to be much more 
dangerous than the cult from which she escaped.

The film is a co-production with MarVista Entertainment and Circle of Confusion, producers of The Walking Dead. 

 

TANGERINE 
(Comedy / Drama)

Directed by SEAN BAKER (Starlet)
Starring KITANA KIKI RODRIGUEZ, MYA TAYLOR, KARREN KARAGULIAN, MICKEY O’HAGAN, ALLA 
TUMANIAN, JAMES RANSONE

It’s Christmas Eve in Tinseltown and Sin-Dee is back on the block. Upon hearing that her pimp boyfriend 
hasn’t been faithful during the 28 days she was locked up, the working girl and her best friend, Alexandra, 
embark on a mission to get to the bottom of the scandalous rumor. Their rip-roaring odyssey leads 
them through various subcultures of Los Angeles, including an Armenian family dealing with their own 
repercussions of infidelity.
 

RESULTS  -  SCREENING IN MARKET!
(Drama)

Directed by ANDREW BULJALSKI  (Computer Chess)
Starring GUY PEARCE (Memento), COBIE SMULDERS (How I met your Mother), KEVIN CORRIGAN (The Depart-
ed), GIOVANNI RIBISI (Saving Private Ryan), ANTHONY MICHAEL HALL (The Dead Zone), BROOKLYN DECKER 
(Just Go With It)

Recently divorced, newly rich, and utterly miserable, Danny (Kevin Corrigan) struggles to find a balance 
between money and happiness. Danny’s well-funded boredom is interrupted by a momentous trip to 
the local gym, where he meets self-styled guru/owner Trevor (Guy Pearce) and abrasive yet irresistable 
trainer Kat (Cobie Smulders). Soon their three lives become intertwined, both professionally and 
personally.  

 
THE WRECKING CREW - SCREENING IN MARKET!
(Documentary)

Directed by DANNY TEDESCO
Featuring interviews with Brian Wilson, Cher, Nancy Sinatra, Glen Campbell

What the Funk Brothers did for Motown…The Wrecking Crew did, only bigger, for the West Coast Sound. 
Six years in a row in the 1960’s and early 1970’s, the Grammy for “Record of the Year” went to Wrecking 
Crew recordings.  The Wrecking Crew tells the story of the unsung musicians that provided the back-
beat, the bottom and the swinging melody that drove many of the number one hits of the 1960’s.

BEST OF ENEMIES - SCREENING IN MARKET 
(Documentary)

Directed by MORGAN NEVILLE (20 Feet From Stardom),  ROBERT GORDON
Featuring Gore Vidal, William F. Buckley, Jr. 

In 1968 ABC hired two towering public intellectuals to debate each other during the Democratic and 
Republican national conventions - William F. Buckley, Jr.  and Gore Vidal.  Like rounds in a heavyweight 
battle, they pummeled out policy and personal insult—cementing their opposing political positions. Their 
explosive exchanges devolved into vitriolic name-calling. It was unlike anything TV had ever broadcast, 
and all the more shocking because it was live and unscripted.

IRIS 
(Documentary)

Directed by ALBERT MAYSLES (Grey Gardens, Gimme Shelter)

IRIS pairs legendary documentary filmmaker Albert Maysles with Iris Apfel, the quick-witted, flamboy-
antly dressed 93-year-old style maven who has had an outsized presence on the New York fashion scene 
for decades. More than a fashion film, the documentary is a story about creativity and how, even at Iris’ 
advanced age, a soaring free spirit continues to inspire. 
 


